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• risk of complications
• length of stay and
• Morbidity
• Mortality 
• Costs for the health system





Patient‐controlled analgesia (PCA) is a great option for acute pain control. 

Higher analgesic standard 
Patient's satisfaction 
Minor side effects. 

Although intravenous and epidural routes are the typical approaches used for PCA, 
regional patient‐controlled analgesia has been shown to be an effective 
alternative providing a higher standard of analgesia with lower incidence of 
adverse effects



Epidural patient‐controlled analgesia (EPCA) is the second most significant method 
used and studied within the PCA approach. Its use is mainly for control of acute 
postoperative pain, commonly in patients undergoing orthopedic, abdominal and 
thoracic surgery . 







Perineural analgesia 

decrese levels of postoperative pain  
facilitate erlier discharge from the ospital. 
lower incidence of nausea/vomiting, 
dizziness
sleep disturbance in perineural analgesia group patients. 

Continuous peripheral nerve blocks (CPNB) are the gold standard following painful orthopedic surgery 
However, gradual titration of local anesthetics (LA) infusion regimen is needed to provide an efficient pain 
relief without side effects. 



The incidence of CPNB-related complications is very low and comparable to SPNB 
techniques However, different catheter insertion techniques, different anatomic 
locations, variations in equipment and different infusion regimens make 
comparisons difficult.

Our results add to the evidence that major complications from CPNBs
are rare. However, minor adverse effects associated with CPNBs may be more
common



Complications

During PNC placement

During PNC infusion (more common)

During PNC  removal



The care is start from the beginning













The postoperative pain is not a linear function. 

Hence, gradual titration of local anesthetics infusion regimen is needed to provide an 
optimal and efficient pain relief without side effects

Our results confirm that an important number of settings changes are necessary to 
adapt the postoperative analgesia regimen to patients needs and try to decrease the 
adverse events. 



Furthermore, continuous infusion of local anesthetic combined with patient-controlled bolus doses optimizes 
analgesia and increases the duration of infusion in comparison with continuos infusion or bolus alone. 



Nowadays, the trend is to adapt the infusion to patient and surgery, reduce the basal 
rate , and modify the regimen modalities of bolus . 
That period of adjustments is essential to optimize the patient outcome management 
and the concept of functional analgesia. 



Remote control pump adjustments of postoperative LA infusion regimen via 
Internet and GPRS technology Efficient effects on patients functional pattern, 
Pain relief and Adverse events limitation

Decrease of healthcare providers clinical workload because all these adaptive 
settings are realized without direct intervention at the patient bedside



We hypothesized that we can manage patients’ postoperative pain relief and rehabilitation using 
telemedicine remote transmission of pump settings and patient’s data allowing adjustment of the 
LA infusion to provide the ideal postoperative infusion regimen with a short time response and a 
limitation of healthcare providers clinical workload



Acute pain services (APS) are multidisciplinary teams that represent a 
modern strategy to address pain inside hospitals. The APS defines and 
applies pain treatment protocols specific for each surgery.

Acute Pain Service: a 10-year experience





Conclusions
Acute pain services are fundamental to modern-era high-quality hospitals 
and are beneficial to patients, providing adequate post-operative pain 
relief without major complications. 
This may also have positive implications on length of hospital stay and 
hospitalization costs

Acute Pain Service: a 10-year experience





CONCLUSIONS
The challenge in the future will be to define and implement generally 
accepted standards for organizational structures (eg, qualified 
personnel), validated and agreed-on measures of patient-reported 
outcome measures, and continuous quality control



In most institutions, the concept of a multidisciplinary and 
multiprofessional team remained unrealistic. 
European model consisted of a junior anesthesiologist supervised by a 
consultant.
A so-called low-cost model was first introduced in Örebro, Sweden, in 

1991; this system included a specialist-nurse service supervised by an 
anesthesiologist



APS approach has been validated by clinical trials and quality 
improvement commissions, and creating a multidisciplinary 
team is a winning strategy

The teams should include
• nurses 
• surgeons 
• anesthesiologists

Acute Pain Service: a 10-year experience



More important than sophisticated analgesic techniques is a dedicated 
team that can optimize multimodal treatment regimens in close 
interdisciplinary collaboration with the other disciplines.

The American Society of Anesthesiologists Task Force on Acute Pain Management guidelines standardized
• Institutional policies and procedures 
• Collaboration with other health care professionals. 

The original concept of providing postoperative analgesia has changed. 



Conclusion. Available data indicate that implementation of APSs or APS-like programs is associated with a 
significant decrease in patients’ postoperative pain ratings.

The management of PCA by an APS seemed to reduce the incidence of postoperative nausea compared with 
management by a ward physician, despite an increase in opioid consumption 

Urinary Retention indicated a less frequent incidence of urinary retention when PCA was managed by an APS 
compared with management by primary ward physicians



APS should not be money generating, but rather costsaving. APS do not 
contribute to volume, but if they are integrated as one cornerstone in a 
multimodal rehabilitation pathway, they can contribute to value, with 
good pain control, lower opioid consumption, and a rapid return to normal 
daily activity. 
However, to gain maximum effects, a coordinated, multidisciplinary 
approach to patient care is necessary.






